Media Form

EPA 2018 is a major meeting of international psychiatrists dedicated to promoting European psychiatry and to improving mental health around the globe. Guided by the motto ‘Mental Health - Integrate, Innovate, Individualise’, a special focus of the Congress will be the integration of new technologies and research findings into person-centred approaches to prevention, care and training. EPA 2018 is expecting 3000 psychiatrists and mental health professionals to be in attendance in Nice, France 3-6 March 2018.

Intention to report at EPA 2018:
I intend to report on the following medical, scientific and policy matters:
1.__________________________________
2.__________________________________
3.__________________________________

Please indicate if you intend to bring photography or video recording equipment onsite:
□ I intend to bring photography equipment onsite
□ I intend to bring video recording equipment onsite

Please approach the registration desk to receive an authorisation tag for recording. Photography or video recording by any member of the media or public relations firms or other representative of their organisation on the premises of the EPA 2018 Congress or exhibition is strictly prohibited without an authorisation tag for recording. EPA reserves the right to ban, from this and future congresses, any representative who fails to adhere to this policy.

In Session/Embargo. We kindly ask you to respect the speakers’ wishes if there is a no recording or photography policy in a session. Embargoes are until the end of the related session or as otherwise instructed.

Social Media and Congress App. The official hashtag for EPA 2018 is: #EPA2018
- Follow us @Euro_Psychiatry
- Like us on Facebook
- Follow the EPA company page on LinkedIn
- Download the Congress app through your mobile app store
Publishing Articles. EPA will repost all relevant articles and audio/video recordings. Please send links to your material for reposting to Ella Berkovitz (Marketing Manager) eberkovitz@kenes.com

Please provide your contact information:

Name: 
Email: 
Phone Number: 
Website: 
Organisation (freelancers, please add the media you will represent):

Date: